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Tomorrow Salah Faik will go back to The Philippines. Today I had
a chance to have a long good-bye with him. We spent five hours
talking about everything, in a combination of formal Arabic, both
Egyptian and Iraqi Arabic dialects, and some English. We talked
about poetry, history, metaphysics, language, power, the Sufis, love,
nature, animals, Dada, Surrealism, madness, the Paris Commune,
Marx, Bakunin, and we finished with weight-loss techniques that
he kindly directed at me. My world expanded tremendously, and we
laughed a lot. Salah - plain and simple - is the embodiment of a nonauthoritarian non-fascist way of life, as Foucault described Deleuze
and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus book. Salah is against all authorities,
including his own: he reinvents himself incessantly and he told me,
“if I saw Salah Faik I would devour him, I would kill him.” He meant
it. In these five hours I learned more about freedom than I learned all
my life (no exaggeration, I swear) – It’s not just poetry that expands
the world; Salah Faik’s company does too. For my poetry friends in
Egypt, Ahmed, Ibrahim, Hermes, Malaka, Aya, I met Salah Faik, and
he is all that we expected and much more. I am happy to call him my
friend and my mentor, although he won’t like the last part--he accepts only friendships.
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TWO POEMS FOR
SADR ELDEEN AMEEN
I draw every day, contented with a little alcohol
To avoid the cold of a coast. Although I’m hungry,
Shapes and colors rush from my right hand;
Meanwhile my spirit is calm, lying down by water.
***
I stare at the infinite in front of me.
All I see is Nebula and all I hear are faint sounds
That I can’t locate: faith is a mystery, and so is atheism-Between them, the wealth of our ancestors is lost,
As well as the laughter of my mom.
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FROM “STANZAS”
They came from the north, from the south,
From towns and cities far away.
They cut trees, and landfilled swamps
Here and there they built new villages;
A nearby forest was watching what was happening-Suddenly, last night, it started marching
And they ran away.
I hide from the stars and the parks.
I live by myself in an empty port
That nobody knows.
Sometimes I hear the water calling
In a whispered voice, to boats
That moved away from the coast.
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DON’T LEAN WITH
YOUR BACK ON A DOOR
(To Muhammad Benmeiloud)
You lean your back on the door of the luxurious house
Of a bourgeois, a prince or a thief.
A dog barks from inside and you don’t care;
Then another dog barks from the balcony and a third from the roof.
A bald stocky man shows up in the balcony
And asks me why I stand there.
I tell him I am tired and need to rest for few minutes;
He shouts that he too is tired.
I ask him to join me and to lean his back, like me,
On this door; he gets angry and insults me
And rushes into the room:
I think he will bring a rifle or call the police
So I run away.
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A POEM
I entered a cemetery
All the gravestones had my name
On each a different birth date
And a different date of death

UNTITLED
What wets the treetops
Isn’t rain, it’s remembrance
This way, patiently
Draw, you old man,
The remainders of an abandoned night
That a child departs within
And those who advance,
Knocking on doors,
Enter silently
And devour the lips of our loved ones.
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A WINGED HORSE
IN A PLANE
I’m in pajamas in a garden,
Two monkeys in front of me playing chess.
I don’t look at them, because chess is a dangerous game
About wars and rulers.
I left my room a few hours before;
It was teeming with astronomers awaiting a flying saucer
That carries an ant from another planet
To recite her poems to the coastal poets
Of this earth
I will read too in her presence-A poem that I hide in my sleeve
About the snoring of a man in a room that I was alone in
And I wasn’t asleep.
I lose my desire to laugh
When I remember all of this in a plane that is almost empty;
Suddenly a door opens, and a winged horse enters,
Asking about me. When they point to him,
He advances towards me and gives me the handbag
I lost years ago
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And in it a few sets of lies about the liberation of airports
And waging guerrilla wars in the mountains:
He tells me that mathematics treats asthma
And knee pain.
I thank him, he goes to the door
And disappears.
I’m in pajamas in a garden-One day, I will win in a dog race
Because it’s sunny.
I’m not worried since my dog is always in the front
And he knows me; if he wins, I will take him out to dinner
In a restaurant for ambassadors who were pirates.
I will smile there, although I forgot how to
Since some time ago.
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I WAIT FOR A TRAIN
THAT DOESN’T ARRIVE
Deep are the secrets of gravel rocks.
Their beating hearts stop
Until a bear passes.
This land is suitable for making axes:
Keep the fire on by blowing, until the dancers finish
Their stories, and their husbands come back after hunting man
Or hyena, carrying big fruit.
Here I would like to build my hut of palm fronds,
Wear necklaces and bracelets of shells,
And forget that I am a poet.
***
Often I glorify the shepherds.
Not one myself, I exult and perhaps envy them
They are trusted by animals; the wind yearns and trees bend for them.
I can’t live like that, I am old.
I laugh when looking at a mirror and enjoy the images in my head:
Without offspring or friends-Which doesn’t sadden me--I have poems,
And in them there are shepherds.
***
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I was attacked by sorrow a while ago, and then I felt good:
I saw a thief watching two lovers embracing.
This is the rainy season on my island; stars no longer flicker at night.
It’s time to go to a cave and listen to the hymns of souls.
Without any garden or people sitting at it,
Two lovers watch a thief going away.
***
You are of no use for this nurse either.
She will leave because you don’t want to get married;
She doesn’t want a lover, a boyfriend, or even a friend.
She will leave you for a man she found in the newspaper;
She will leave you as you fall asleep on a bench
Or consider a new job this winter - truck driver, cab driver,
Translator in a hotel for tourists, or a coat smuggler.
Look next summer for a one season mistress-Sleep now until a train arrives; it’s useless to feel bad
About your expensive watch, stolen by the nurse, or for your poems
That have not been copy-edited yet. Also useless to chat with a drummer, waiting like you
For a train that hasn’t arrived for hours.
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I THROW A BOOK
FROM A BALCONY
For: Maged Zaher
Summer angers me when it’s late
I have my rituals in it and I write better
I look down at other seasons
I worry, sometimes get sick, if my clothes get wet by rain
So I take refuge in a restaurant, or some hovel, until it stops.
Meanwhile, my shadow awaits outside, covered by an umbrella.
***
In the past, I tried to tame storms.
I didn’t succeed: on one occasion,
I heard a worker curse a horse in a stable.
I rushed at him; I was chasing a storm;
I screamed, he was speechless, I almost caught that storm
As it was coming out between boats, except for this miserable worker.
This how it got a chance to flee.
***
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A book is not (any book) my dear companion.
I see a faraway fire in a countryside, I find it beautiful as I read a book
About galaxies.
After I finish, I will throw it from my balcony to a garden
Or to a beggar: after I had a computer,
I no longer collected books, and can’t bear moving mine from one country to another;
As I am without a family or a home country, I donated my books to public libraries.
A friend of mine bought some of them from one of these libraries.
Others bought the rest from the others.
About this, I apologize to writers, poets and authors.
I hope they understand my situation, before my help wakes up
To prepare the breakfast table, and before some fog approaches
And covers this writing.
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REWARD FROM SPIRITS
I DO NOT KNOW
At the end of each poem
I reach a place I wasn’t in.
There, sometimes, I receive a reward from spirits I do not know.
I am banished like a rabbit hunter
Because I don’t respect tribal rites:
I rejoice when a quarry or a pottery worker adds me,
So I open my poem; birds leave them
To stand on a fence, then fly.
I introduce my last poetry collection to a statue;
It bows to me, smiling.
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A FALL DROWNED
IN A RIVER
Learn this from me, don’t advise someone who wants to commit suicide.
Offer him your coat and a book about the galaxies of this universe
Tell him about strange things that happens in that coat
And about poets who tear magazines and newspapers pages in those galaxies
Tell him that forgetting is not a refuge
But a room to record the complaints of seals
Tell him about the most beautiful day of your life
When your sister offered you
Precious wine, stolen from a church
And when you hid your secret pains
So that your body doesn’t know them,
If it asked you where this noise comes from?
Trees creep to drink contaminated water
From a river that an autumn escaping from turtles drowned in.
Answer him while laughing.
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DAWN IS A BALD SINGER
IN A HOTEL COURTYARD
Another day of the consequences of my head
The dawn looks like a bald singer in the courtyard of an abandoned
hotel; Someone looking for consolation can’t see that.
There is rain chasing some prison guards.
It is incited by a clown only known to umbrella sellers in front of a
temple; This too can’t be seen by someone
Who is knocking on doors, asking for refuge.
In order to help a confused man like me
Sneak into my memory, rearrange it as follows:
Scattered here and there, passages from an old harvest,
Some reeling musicians;
Dogs pay the recent electric bills,
And roads lead to silver mines
That no one knows but you.
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I HEAR MY
FINGERS SPEAK
I like to improvise poetry-Each jazz musician plays such an innovative act in front of prisoners.
We have to speak poems, not write them.
I write for hours and I don’t even reach a cloud
To see what is in it.
Do you know, dear Rimbaud, how many bottles of wine a boat needs
to get drunk? I do not believe some of your white lies, because I am
also a poet
Who grew up in a house without a tree or an animal?
I discovered in it my only talent--sleep-So I feel that I am safe while I walk, with two eyes shut,
On a busy sidewalk, and I hear my fingers speak.
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YEAR AFTER YEAR
Year after year,
My life turns into stories and thoughts that delight me.
Yesterday I sold my horse to buy wine
For my remaining years.
I am the rare old man of this village-I long for a bouquet of violets
To offer myself while relaxing in meditation.
I receive – from its holes - cool breezes.
To be alone and lonely at the same time,
A fact I turn around in my hands; yet I learned from my ancestors
To live without a stove, without a fan, and to go
Bare-headed to meet my fate on the sand of a beach.
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UNTITLED
I avoid touching the waves of the sea, who is jealous.
I also avoid sitting to listen to the complaints of the night
Regarding the excess of darkness.
So I lay down in my bed and I lick my girlfriend’s face;
I see that she smiles, even though she is asleep.

UNTITLED
We went out, my father and I, at dawn,
To the sites of old battles
To gather the decorations and watches of runaway soldiers;
We found memories and rings
And a soldier smoking under the shadow of a palm tree
At the gate of a destroyed camp, while heading back.
We found the book of poems by a poet named Salah Faik
Above a bowl filled with wooden spoons.

UNTITLED
A rooster shouted, desperately, for an hour
Only I woke up
And left the house to a barber shop, like I do every day;
There I found God sitting, angry, so I didn’t enter.
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TO WRESTLE A BEAR
To wrestle a bear, after you stuff your ears with cotton
So as not to hear the wailing of a defeated animal;
Or to throw pebbles at a river surface
Regretting selling your mother drugs, after her departure
To a pharmacy;
You make up stories while singing,
While ironing your favorite shirt,
Next to a Victorian fireplace of marble:
I will wear this shirt and leave my house and walk.
This is my mission today.
I will leave to listen to the stillness of hills
Then to the roar of the ocean’s waves, barefoot,
And call for my dead friends, one by one
To tell them that I’m here, and please don’t blame me
Because I am walking alone
As always
*
I watch, under a blanket, scenes from my life.
Winter knocks on my window with its rain drops-Sometimes it knocks hard, so I yell back at it, with my head covered,
That it doesn’t scare me and I know its intentions:
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I prepared myself for battles in my life-I didn’t fight even one of them, because my way was always crowded
With dervishes and gladiators,
And each time a bull exits a house and chases me
A stream or a club would save me;
I discovered that I am slower than my shadow.
*
I was in Wales when a mine collapsed; its dead workers left
The next day, to their graves. Weeks later, students
And a crowd of peasants passed in front of me, chanting, enthusiastically
Toward faraway war fields, and they did not return.
*
Thunder came last night, and stood behind my house,
Started sending lightning here and there;
My dog looked at me in panic:
I’m not your mother, you know, I yelled at him,
And you have to endure like me.
He moved away, and sat under the table.
I heard him cry. What should I do?
*
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I love mountain climbing; I sneak into the depths of the caves
I don’t find in them mysterious objects
Mentioned by the Sumerians;
I peer at my days from inside the areas I revere;
Sometimes I chance upon dead folks, fighting with agents of gods
Or trees that rush to participate in the celebration of a village.
There, I relax as rain pours down and I devour a sweet crust
Of a cocoa fruit, as monkeys do.
*
I printed the covers of my books, a few weeks ago
On a large sheet of paper that I hung up on the wall in my room.
Every dawn, when I wake up or go to bed,
I stare at it, wondering, how I wrote these books and why?
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SEARCHING FOR MY
SOUL IN DAYTIME
I always live near a river, like my ancestors,
Recently by an ocean, behind me mountains or hills.
In these waters everyone bathes - bulls, cows, dogs,
Humans, wild horses that are not yet tamed, late arriving priests
Pulling carts that hold their drums.
It might be said that I live in a past time, that I am a little romantic
With big ambitions, yet no:
I’m still lying in bed, imagining that I will write a poem today.
I will write and write until I get to my soul and touch it-Since I do not see it at night
And I do not know where it disappears or goes.
That’s all.
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A WORKER
WITHOUT WAGES
*
I will see, some evening
Friends of mine dancing in front of my house-This is not because I miss them,
Nor is it one of my delusions;
What I want to say is what is inside me
Which I see also outside, with minor modifications
Due to the weather, some drinking
And the instincts of a childhood that didn’t die yet.
It will be enough to just take a look at them
Because evening is the time when I write; I wear a jacket that is black
And long, similar to the one worn by a vampire.
The joy of looking around matters to me
So I live in a room without curtains
Observing everything occasionally
With the eye of an old man, Only my intuition gives me
What is useful for my life.
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*
Men kneel in front of a bank
In a bleak city, its walls burdened with insults
And revolutionary slogans
Wind revolves around it, and the sun is forbidden here:
Every day I spend hours, collecting - from alley to alley Stories and poetic images: this my daily work
Without wages.
At the end of the night, if I’m late
I look for fruits and foods in waste bins
And for a place to spend the night
*
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ABOUT MY MOTHER
THE WIDOW AND MY
FATHER THE SINGER
*
My mother was widowed in the middle of the night.
She didn’t cry or weep.
Tell your uncle the silence reigns on our house now, she ordered me.
I didn’t understand; I was scared.
I left in the cold and I was hungry
And my uncle was not at home.
*
The death of the father an occasion for joy.
Finally, we do not hear insults or see an angry face;
Father cared about his garden more than us.
He spent his best time smoking and counting his money again and again,
His suitcase carrying his old military helmet
ready to escape to a faraway hotel.
After his death, I threw it in a garbage dump.
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In that hotel, I saw him meet his Armenian girlfriend.
He sang for her with his beautiful voice
Only I saw and heard it
And I didn’t tell anyone.

While asleep, I hear someone’s whispers.
I wake up, look around, find no one.
Leaning out from my bed, I find myself asleep beneath it
Wearing my father’s coat.
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Salah Faik was born in Kirkuk, Iraq, in 1945. He worked in journalism in Iraq and abroad after leaving. He has lived in London and
currently lives in the Philippines. One of the original members of the
Kirkuk group, he has published more than ten books of poetry, and is
considered by many to be one of the most important poets writing in
Arabic today. His most recent collection, Dubaba fi Ma’tam (Bears at
a Funeral) was just published by Dar al-Jamal (Beirut/Baghdad)
Maged Zaher was born in Cairo, and currently lives in Seattle. He is
the author of four books of poetry and the translator of an anthology
of contemporary Egyptian poetry. He won the weekly Stranger’s
Genius award in literature in 2013. His collection The Consequences
Of My Body is forthcoming in 2016 from Nightboat editions.

